
Empowering Today. Connecting Tomorrow.

17 - 18 October 2024 . 9AM - 6PM . Singapore Polytechnic. 

Experience the inaugural edition of organised by 
AutomationSG (previously SIAA). Set to become the hallmark event for the 
association, this exhibition is poised to emerge as the premier showcase of 
cutting-edge applications and technologies in the region.



More than just a gathering of industry peers, Automation SolutionGO! serves 
as a dynamic platform for innovation and offering solutions as we embrace 
Industry 4.0. The association is meticulously curating programmes to align 
our exhibitors with the evolving needs of our visitors, ensuring an 
unparalleled experience for all participants.



Recognizing manufacturing as a cornerstone of Singapore’s economy, 
Automation SolutionGO! will spotlight the following key sectors vital to 
Singapore's industrial landscape:



  1. Semiconductor & Electronics

  3.  Medtech & Pharmaceutical

  5.  Food Manufacturing & FMCG


Automation SolutionGO!

 Industrial Facilities & Building

 4.  Precision Engineering



Awards

Automation SolutionGO! is the platform for critical conversations and finding 
the perfect fit for automation solutions, providing attendees with the 
knowledge and tools to implement and adopt automation seamlessly into 
their operations. 



From the exhibition showcases to insightful presentations and intimate 
roundtable sessions, attendees have the opportunity to delve deep into the 
landscape of various subsectors, understand problem statements, and gain 
insights from industry leaders. 

 Artificial Intelligenc

 Sustainable Manufacturin

 Cybersecurit

 Autonomous Robot

 Supply Chain Resilienc

 Digital Twi

 Implementing Hardening Exercises In The Plan

 AGV/AMR For Virtual Manufacturing Line

 Digitalisation Projects For Supply Chain Integratio

 Digital Dashboards / ERP, MES and Shop Floor Integration

 GO! Innovate Award

 GO! Sustainable Awar

 GO! Leadership Awar

 Workplace Transformation Award by Workforce Singapore

Nominate your customers, partners for GO! Awards to recognise 
their exemplary achievement and commitment to excel and serve as 
a role model to their peers in the industry

Programmes

Topics to be covered



We are doing things a little different this year, Automation SolutionGO! will be bringing 
curated experiences for each of our sponsors. Choose from a range of offerings 
available that best suits your needs, and let us do the rest. 

Sponsorship Opportunities

Contact sueyin.lim@automationsg.org to find out more about sponsorship opportunities!

 A curated and interactive session to 
discuss the industry landscape and 
challenges of the businesses.

 Reach out to new audiences and 
create networking or collaboration 
opportunities.

THEMATIC ROUNDTABLE

 Exclusive tours of the innovation 
centre at Singapore Polytechnic.

TOURS

 Social media marketing on event 
LinkedIn page and website.

 Pre-event marketing e.g. Spotlighted in 
association’s newsletter

 Each sponsor will be given a display 
space to showcase their products 
to visitors.

 Logo acknowledgement on event 
publicity materials. 

DISPLAY SPACE & PUBLICITY

KEYNOTE

 30 mins of keynote delivery.

 Exhibit your thought leadership to the 
industry. Motivate and inspire 
businesses to ready themselves for 
the future. Changes in global trends in 
technology and political climate calls 
for a mindset shift.

 15 mins presentation time at the 
conference to an industry audience; 
focus on case studies and projects 
implementation.

PRESENTATION

 Host your own event and workshop with our DIY spaces for your customers and 
partners. Leverage on the infrastructure of Automation SolutionGO! to create 
this for you! 

DIY SPACE



Supporting Partners:

Co-Organised by: 

Follow Us: 

LinkedIn: https://sg.linkedin.com/company/automationsg

Website: https://automationsg.org/

https://sg.linkedin.com/company/automationsg
https://automationsg.org/

